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QUESTION 1

In the Database On Table Row operation, what does the Watermark column enable the On Table Row operation to do? 

A. To avoid duplicate processing of records in a database. 

B. To delete the most recent records retrieved from a database to enable database caching 

C. To enable duplicate processing of records in a database 

D. To save the most recent records retrieved from a database to enable database caching 

Correct Answer: A 

The correct answer is To avoid duplicate processing of records in a database. If a watermark column is provided, the
values taken from that column are used to filter the contents of the next poll, so that only rows with a greater watermark
value are returned. If an ID column is provided, this component automatically verifies that the same row is not picked
twice by concurrent polls. Mule doc reference : https://docs.mulesoft.com/db-connector/1.8/database-
documentation#listener 

 

QUESTION 2

Refer to the exhibits. 

The main flow contains an HTTP Request. The HTTP Listeners and HTTP Request use default configurations. 

What values are accessible in the child flow after a web client submits a request to http://localhost:8081/order? col or =
red? 

A. payload 

B. payload quantity var 

C. payload color query param 
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D. payload quantity var color query param 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the below functionality is provided by zip operator in DataWeave? 

A. Merges elements of two lists (arrays) into a single list 

B. Used for sending attachments 

C. Minimize the size of long text using encoding. 

D. All of the above 

Correct Answer: A 

Correct answer is Merges elements of two lists (arrays) into a single list MuleSoft Doc Reference :
https://docs.mulesoft.com/mule-runtime/4.3/dw-core-functions-zip 

 

QUESTION 4

A company has an API to manage purchase orders, with each record identified by a unique purchase order ID. The API
was built with RAML according to MuleSoft best practices. What URI should a web client use to request order P05555? 

A. /orders/{P05555} 

B. /orders/order=P05555 

C. /orders?order=P05555 

D. /orders/P05555 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Refer to the exhibits. A web client submits a request to http://localhost:8081/fliqhts?destination=SFO and the Web
Service Consumer throws a WSC:BAD_REQUEST error. 

What is the next step to fix this error? 
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A. Set a header In the Consume operation equal to the destination query parameter 

B. set a SOAP payload before the Consume operation that contains the destination query parameter 

C. set a property m the Consume operation equal to the destination query parameter 

D. set a JSON payload before the Consume operation that contains the destination query parameter 

Correct Answer: B 

As can be seen in error message , SOAP service findFlights expects the SOAP paylaod. This can be set using
transform message processor which forms SOAP payload before the Consume operation that contains the destination
query parameter 
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